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Disclaimer 
Paladin Blockchain Security (“Paladin”) has conducted an independent audit to verify the integrity 
of and highlight any vulnerabilities or errors, intentional or unintentional, that may be present in 
the codes that were provided for the scope of this audit. This audit report does not constitute 
agreement, acceptance or advocation for the Project that was audited, and users relying on this 
audit report should not consider this as having any merit for financial advice in any shape, form or 
nature. The contracts audited do not account for any economic developments that may be pursued 
by the Project in question, and that the veracity of the findings thus presented in this report relate 
solely to the proficiency, competence, aptitude and discretion of our independent auditors, who 
make no guarantees nor assurance that the contracts are completely free of exploits, bugs, 
vulnerabilities or deprecation of technologies. Further, this audit report shall not be disclosed nor 
transmitted to any persons or parties on any objective, goal or justification without due written 
assent, acquiescence or approval by Paladin. 

All information provided in this report does not constitute financial or investment advice, nor 
should it be used to signal that any persons reading this report should invest their funds without 
sufficient individual due diligence regardless of the findings presented in this report. Information is 
provided ‘as is’, and Paladin is under no covenant to the completeness, accuracy or solidity of the 
contracts audited. In no event will Paladin or its partners, employees, agents or parties related to 
the provision of this audit report be liable to any parties for, or lack thereof, decisions and/or 
actions with regards to the information provided in this audit report.  

Cryptocurrencies and any technologies by extension directly or indirectly related to 
cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and speculative by nature. All reasonable due diligence and 
safeguards may yet be insufficient, and users should exercise considerable caution when 
participating in any shape or form in this nascent industry. 

The audit report has made all reasonable attempts to provide clear and articulate 
recommendations to the Project team with respect to the rectification, amendment and/or revision 
of any highlighted issues, vulnerabilities or exploits within the contracts provided. It is the sole 
responsibility of the Project team to sufficiently test and perform checks, ensuring that the 
contracts are functioning as intended, specifically that the functions therein contained within said 
contracts have the desired intended effects, functionalities and outcomes of the Project team. 
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1  Overview 
This report has been prepared for PolyFund. Paladin provides a user-centred 
examination of the smart contracts to look for vulnerabilities, logic errors or other 
issues from both an internal and external perspective. 

1.1  Summary 

1.2  Contracts Assessed 
The contracts we audited have already been deployed on the blockchain and we 
have verified that they are the ones we have audited. 

Project Name PolyFund

URL https://www.polyfund.finance/

Platform Polygon

Language Solidity

Name Contract
Live Code 
Match

FundToken 0x4b0f2da2c4e7cc60f3b918461ec4f16ccc974622

EmissionOracle 0xd31f67b07da248e0f68eabd110143a8a4537d2dd

MasterChef 0xdA30Aae916417C9Ad8DE97Bb1d59395f2Dd905e4

PolyReferral 0xE42ce9eAC4b912471D724BCAd46A86Ae32D49082

SeedVault 0xdcfd912b50904B4d5745DfFe0D4d7a5097c82849

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH
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1.3  Findings Summary 

Classification of Issues 

Severity Found Resolved
Partially 
Resolved

Acknowledged 
(no change made)

4 3 - 1

5 1 - 4

10 2 - 8

20 1 - 19

Total 39 7 0 32

 Informational

 High

 Low

 Medium

Severity Description

Exploits, vulnerabilities or errors that will certainly or probabilistically lead 
towards loss of funds, control, or impairment of the contract and its 
functions. Issues under this classification are recommended to be fixed with 
utmost urgency.

Bugs or issues with that may be subject to exploit, though their impact is 
somewhat limited. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed as soon as possible.

Effects are minimal in isolation and do not pose a significant danger to the 
project or its users. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed nonetheless. 

Consistency, syntax or style best practices. Generally pose a negligible level 
of risk, if any.

 Low

 Informational

 Medium

 High
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1.3.1 FundToken 

ID Severity Summary Status

01 updatePolySwapRouter can be used to siphon transfer fees 
to any EOA 

02 The updateMaxTransferAmountRate minimum safeguard is 
too low 

03 mint function can be used to pre-mint large amounts of 
tokens before ownership is transferred to the Masterchef 

04 Collector variable is marked as private

05 LP tokens are sent to the operator address which could be 
an EOA

06 Excluding burn address and zero address can be removed

07 Exclude relevant contracts from anti-whale

08 Lack of events for drainERC20Token, 
setExcludedFromBurn and setExcludedFromAntiWhale

09 drainERC20Token, updateTransferTaxRate, 
updateBurnRate, updateMaxTransferAmountRate, 
updateMinAmountToLiquify, setExcludedFromAntiWhale, 
setExcludedFromBurn, updateSwapAndLiquifyEnabled, 
updatePolySwapRouter and transferOperator can be 
made external

10 delegateBySig can be frontrun and cause denial of service

11 The exclusion for transfer tax is categorised as exclusion 
from burn

12 Transfers to the burn address emit an event as if they were 
made to the zero address

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

LOW

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

MEDIUM

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

INFORMATIONAL

INFORMATIONAL

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW

INFORMATIONAL

MEDIUM

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED
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1.3.2 EmissionOracle 

1.3.3 MasterChef 

ID Severity Summary Status

13 Underflow possible in getEmissionRate function

14 Deposits and withdrawals in the Masterchef will revert ACKNOWLEDGEDMEDIUM

HIGH RESOLVED

ID Severity Summary Status

15 Severely excessive rewards issue when a token with a 
transfer tax is added 

16 Emission oracle can be updated to change or even stop 
reward emissions

17 Duplicate pools can be added to the Masterchef

18 Adding an EOA or a non-token contract as a pool will break 
updatePool, massUpdatePools and updateEmissionRate

19 The pendingToken function will revert if totalAllocPoint 
is zero

20 Inconsistent maximum deposit fee safeguard between add 
and set functions

21 There are no sanity checks in the setPolyReferral 
function

22 setDevAddress function has no purpose

23 Pools use the contract balance to figure out the total 
deposits

24 Lack of events for add, set, setDevAddress, 
setFeeAddress, setPolyReferral, setEmissionOracle 
and setReferralCommissionRate

25 add, set, deposit, withdraw, emergencyWithdraw, 
setDevAddress, setFeeAddress, setPolyReferral, 
setEmissionOracle and 
setReferralCommissionRate functions can be made 
external

26 Lack of events for add, set, setDevAddress, 
setFeeAddress, setPolyReferral, setEmissionOracle 
and setReferralCommissionRate

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

LOW

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW

HIGH

INFORMATIONAL

INFORMATIONAL

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED

LOW

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM

LOW
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1.3.4 PolyReferral 

1.3.5 SeedVault 

ID Severity Summary Status

27 The owner of the PolyReferral contract can overwrite 
themselves as the referrer for all users using the 
recordReferral function

28 recordReferral and recordReferralCommission function 
can be made external

INFORMATIONAL ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW RESOLVED

ID Severity Summary Status

29 emergencyWithdraw can be abused to drain funds

30 setSeedPoolPid can be called to change the pool for which 
native tokens are deposited into

31 Excessive referral minting each time earn is called

32 withdrawAll function does not require seedPoolPid 

33 ignore serves no purpose in both deposit and withdraw 
functions

34 calculateTotalPendingTreeRewards does not accurately 
reflect restaking amount

35 The contract will no longer work if ever reused for a token 
that has a transfer tax

36 pause and unpause emit two events

37 Lack of events for withdrawAll, setAdmin, setTreasury, 
setWithdrawFeePeriod, emergencyWithdraw, and 
inCaseTokensGetStuck

38 Typo in UpdateWithdarwfee and UpdateWithdarwPeriod 
events

39 harvest and emergencyWithdraw functions can be made 
external

INFORMATIONAL

HIGH

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM

LOW

ACKNOWLEDGEDLOW

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

HIGH

ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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2  Findings 

2.1 FundToken 

The token is a standard fork of the Panther token. The token has the ability to take 
out tokens that accumulate from the swapAndLiquify function, which is absolutely 
fine. The Panther token contract itself has accumulated over $17,000 (at the time of 
this report) that cannot ever be taken out. The Fund token thus gives the client the 
ability to non-maliciously drain the token contract of any accumulated dust.  

There are 3 governance addresses in the token contract: Collector, Operator and 
Owner.  

2.1.1  Token Overview 

Address 0x4b0f2da2c4e7cc60f3b918461ec4f16ccc974622

Token Supply 100,000 (one hundred thousand)

Decimal Places 18

Transfer Max Size 100%

Transfer Min Size 0.1%

Transfer Fees Up to 10%
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2.1.2 Privileged Roles 

Collector Privileges 

• drainERC20Token 

• setExcludedFromBurn 

Operator Privileges 

• updateTransferTaxRate 

• updateBurnRate 

• updateMaxTransferAmountRate 

• updateMinAmountToLiquify 

• setExcludedFromAntiWhale 

• updateSwapAndLiquifyEnabled 

• updatePolySwapRouter 

• transferOperator 

Owner Privileges 

• mint 

• renounceOwnership 

• transferOwnership 
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2.1.3 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #01 updatePolySwapRouter can be used to siphon transfer fees to 
any EOA

Severity

Description The operator can update the router that is used for LP pair 
generation to any contract they desire, even to a malicious 
contract that takes all transfer fees and sends them to the 
operator.

Recommendation Consider removing this function or setting the Operator privilege 
behind a sufficiently long Timelock of at least 1 day to give users 
sufficient time to react appropriately if required. Currently, the 
Operator is behind a 6 hour Timelock, which in our opinion is too 
short of a timeframe.

Resolution  
The project team will be transferring Operator behind a 24-hour 
Timelock.

RESOLVED

MEDIUM SEVERITY
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Issue #02 The updateMaxTransferAmountRate minimum safeguard is too 
low

Severity

Description The purpose of the anti-whale feature is to prevent large sell 
amounts of the token in a short timeframe. However, setting the 
minimum to only 0.1% allows the project to hamper users’ efforts 
in trying to liquidate their positions in times of need or haste.  

Additionally, setting it so low only marginally delays the selling 
pressure, and would likely cause further chaos and anger should 
there be any marked attempt to prevent users from exercising 
their freedom to liquidate.

Recommendation Consider increasing the minimum to at least 1-2%, which would be 
a more tolerable amount for many users. 

require(_maxTransferAmountRate >= 200, "POLY:: 
updateMaxTransferAmountRate: Max transfer amount rate must 
not be below minimum rate.");

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM SEVERITY
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Issue #03 mint function can be used to pre-mint large amounts of tokens 
before ownership is transferred to the Masterchef

Severity

Description In the constructor, 100,000 tokens are pre-minted to the contract 
creator. Additionally, the mint function may be further called to 
pre-mint yet more tokens when the token contract has been 
deployed but before ownership is set to the Masterchef contract. 
This risk is prevalent amongst less-reputable projects, and any 
pre-mints can be prominently seen on the Blockchain.

Recommendation Consider being forthright about the 100,000 tokens that have 
already been pre-minted by letting your community know how 
much was minted, where they are currently stored, if a vesting 
contract was used for token unlocking, and finally the purpose of 
the mints.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #04 Collector variable is marked as private

Severity

Description Currently there’s no easy way for a third-party reviewer to identify 
what contract or wallet is the current collector address. It is 
good practice to expose important variables so third-party 
reviewers can easily assess that they are set to non-malicious 
values. 

It might also be worthwhile to make the collector transferable 
since currently this is not possible and investors might dislike that 
setExcludedFromBurn is not behind a timelock.

Recommendation Consider adding a view function that exposes the collector 
address: 

function collector() external view returns (address) { 
  return _collector; 
}

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

ACKNOWLEDGED

Issue #05 LP tokens are sent to the operator address which could be an EOA

Severity

Description A part of the transaction fee is used to generate LP tokens. These 
are sent to the operator address, which is normally an EOA. As a 
result, these may be offloaded or ‘dumped’ on users.

Recommendation Consider sending the LP tokens to a vesting contract which will 
release the tokens gradually over time. Alternatively, consider 
sending them to the burn address as this may be looked upon 
favourably by users.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
As the operator is now a Timelock contract without the ability to 
withdraw funds, these LP tokens are effectively burned.

RESOLVED
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Issue #06 Excluding burn address and zero address can be removed

Severity

Description Excluding both burn and zero addresses serves no benefits since, 
if one wishes to burn tokens, they are sent to the burn address and 
recorded as such. Tokens cannot be sent to the zero address and 
the transaction would revert.

Recommendation Consider removing both lines if they do not have a specific 
purpose. 

_excludedFromBurn[BURN_ADDRESS] = true; 
_excludedFromBurn[address(0)] = true;

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #07 Exclude relevant contracts from anti-whale

Severity

Description Currently, the Masterchef contract has already been excluded from 
anti-whale. In the future, should there be a redeployment, the 
project must ensure that the Masterchef contract is excluded from 
anti-whale as well.

Recommendation No resolutions required.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #08 Lack of events for drainERC20Token, setExcludedFromBurn and 
setExcludedFromAntiWhale

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications.

Recommendation Add events for drainERC20Token, setExcludedFromBurn and 
setExcludedFromAntiWhale.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED

Issue #09 drainERC20Token, updateTransferTaxRate, updateBurnRate, 
updateMaxTransferAmountRate, updateMinAmountToLiquify, 
setExcludedFromAntiWhale, setExcludedFromBurn, 
updateSwapAndLiquifyEnabled, updatePolySwapRouter and 
transferOperator can be made external

Severity

Description drainERC20Token, updateTransferTaxRate, updateBurnRate, 
updateMaxTransferAmountRate, updateMinAmountToLiquify, 
setExcludedFromAntiWhale, setExcludedFromBurn, 
updateSwapAndLiquifyEnabled, updatePolySwapRouter and 
transferOperator functions can be changed from public to 
external. Apart from being a best practice when the function is 
not used within the contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in 
certain cases.

Recommendation Consider making these functions external.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #10 delegateBySig can be frontrun and cause denial of service

Severity

Description Currently if delegateBySig is executed twice, the second 
execution will be reverted. It is thus in theory possible for a bot to 
pick up delegateBySig transactions in the mempool and execute 
them before a contract can. The issue with this is that the rest of 
said contract functionality would be lost as well. This could be a 
problem in case it would have been executed by a contract that 
would have rewarded you for your delegation for example.

Recommendation Consider adding the desired message sender in the structhash 
and requiring this desired sender to be equal to msg.sender. This 
reduces the problem to having the message sender be able to 
frontrun you, which is okay if it is a reviewed contract.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #11 The exclusion for transfer tax is categorised as exclusion from 
burn

Severity

Description This may be confusing to both readers and future auditors who 
would notice that the Masterchef is currently unable to support 
any tokens with transfer taxes, yet the underlying token itself 
contains such transfer taxes.  

However, the Masterchef has been included in 
_excludedFromBurn, which also means it is excluded from transfer 
tax, though this may not be very obvious on first glance to most 
readers. By extension, excluding any address from transfer tax is 
done by calling the setExcludedFromBurn function.

Recommendation Consider making them separate to clearly indicate that there is an 
exclusion from burn, and an exclusion from transfer tax.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #12 Transfers to the burn address emit an event as if they were made 
to the zero address

Severity

Description In the current token implementation, if a transfer is made to the 
BURN_ADDRESS (0x0000...dEaD), it calls the standard ERC20 burn 
function. This standard then emits a transfer from the sender to 
the zero address. This might confuse explorers that index these 
events.

Recommendation Consider updating the ERC20 implementation to emit an event 
(and doing _beforeTokenTransfer) with the BURN_ADDRESS as the 
recipient.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.2 EmissionOracle 

This contract calculates the emission rate for the Masterchef. The emission rate 
decreases as the total supply of tokens increases. Once the token supply has 
reached 1,000,000 (one million), emissions will be set to 0. The starting emission 
rate is 2 tokens.  
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2.2.1 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #13 Underflow possible in getEmissionRate function

Severity

Description When the token’s total supply exceeds 100,000 tokens, this 
calculation will underflow and cause catastrophic effects on the 
Masterchef’s reward calculation and thus reward minting.

Recommendation Consider using SafeMath’s sub instead of -.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
Client has upgraded to an Emission Oracle contract that uses 
SafeMath.

RESOLVED
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Issue #14 Deposits and withdrawals in the Masterchef will revert

Severity

Description Even if SafeMath is used, the getEmissionRate function will revert 
polyReward, updatePool and thus deposits and withdrawals in the 
Masterchef when the emission parameter (below) returns 0, which 
happens when poly.totalSupply is 1 million. 

uint256 emission = 
uint256(10e18).mul(2).div(9).sub(poly.totalSupply().div(45
0000));

Recommendation If an automatic emission reduction mechanism is desired, consider 
emulating FullSail’s Masterchef (https://bscscan.com/address/
0x2d54f0293aa8b72b0b24d620d83d060cc3d20f9d#code), 
which implements automatic emission reduction. 

Additionally, the client should not attempt to stop minting in any 
reward multiplier calculations, such as setting minting to 0 when 
token supply exceeds 1 million – these measures will just lead to 
the same issues of reverting deposits and withdrawals. A very 
simple, albeit crude method would be to insert an 
updateEmissionRate function in the Masterchef, and setting it to 
0 once the desired token supply has been reached. 

If, however, a fix is still desired, the following getEmissionRate() 
implementation could be considered:

function getEmissionRate() external override view returns (uint256) { 
    uint256 startEmission = uint256(10e18).mul(2).div(9); 
    uint256 currentReduction = poly.totalSupply().div(450000); 

    if (currentReduction >= startEmission) { 
        return 0; 
    } 

    return startEmission.sub(currentReduction); 
}

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM SEVERITY
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2.3 MasterChef 

The PolyFund MasterChef contract is a fork of the Panther MasterChef contract. 

2.3.1 Privileged Roles 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract 

• renounceOwnership 

• transferOwnership 

• add 

• set 

• setPolyReferral 

• setFeeAddress 

• setDevAddress 

• setEmissionOracle 

• setReferralCommissionRate 
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2.3.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #15 Severely excessive rewards issue when a token with a transfer tax 
is added

Severity

Description When tokens with a transfer tax are added to the pools, this will 
result in significant excessive rewards. Due to the way the 
Masterchef handles rewards, rewards can be heavily inflated when 
the balance of the Masterchef no longer matches that of user 
deposits. This happens for example with transfer tax tokens.  

This flaw in the Masterchef has recently been exploited on a 
significant number of projects, the most recent of which was 
PolyYeld. In all cases, the value of the native token went to $0 
because the exploit resulted in an egregiously large number of 
tokens being minted and dumped. 

This issue was also present in SushiSwap (the original Masterchef) 
and is present in pretty much every masterchef since. Since the 
masterchefs were never meant to have any tokens but LP tokens, 
it was not a problem back then but has become a problem as 
projects have started forking it for usage with less standard 
tokens.

Recommendation Consider using the current standard of handling deposits, which is 
based on how Uniswap handles transfer fees:

uint256 balanceBefore = pool.lpToken.balanceOf(address(this)); 
pool.lpToken.transferFrom(msg.sender, address(this), _amount); 
_amount = pool.lpToken.balanceOf(address(this)).sub(balanceBefore);

Note that by using this method, you can also add the specific 
transfer tax logic for the native token if you so wish. In the short 
term, as the contract is not upgradeable, consider carefully 
choosing the tokens added to the Masterchef. As long as a token 
with a transfer tax (or other mechanisms that can affect the 
balances) is not added to the pools, this issue should not present 
itself.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #16 Emission oracle can be updated to change or even stop reward 
emissions

Severity

Description The EmissionOracle contract, which is used to calculate the Fund 
token emission rates, can be changed using the 
setEmissionOracle function and cause severe miscalculation of 
emission rewards, or even stop them altogether.

Recommendation Consider making the Emission Oracle address non-upgradeable 
(can be only set once) to ensure that functionality can never break, 
such as setting it in the constructor.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM SEVERITY

Issue #17 Duplicate pools can be added to the Masterchef

Severity

Description The nonDuplicated modifier is not set to True after pools are 
added to the Masterchef. This would mean that the possibility of 
adding duplicate pools remains present. This issue also applies to 
the pools added in the constructor: should the client accidentally 
or intentionally add an already-existing pool to the Masterchef, 
emission rewards will be miscalculated.

Recommendation Consider setting 

poolExistence[_lpToken] = true; 

after pools are added.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #18 Adding an EOA or a non-token contract as a pool will break 
updatePool, massUpdatePools and updateEmissionRate

Severity

Description updateEmissionRate will always call balanceOf(address(this)) 
on the token of the pool, and will fail if  the token is not an actual 
token contract address.

Recommendation Consider simply adding a test line in the add function. If the token 
does not exist, this will make sure the add function fails. 

_lpToken.balanceOf(address(this));

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

ACKNOWLEDGED

Issue #19 The pendingToken function will revert if totalAllocPoint is 
zero

Severity

Description In the pendingToken function, at some point a division is made by 
the totalAllocPoint variable. If all pools have their rewards set 
to zero, this variable will be zero as well. The requests will then 
revert with a division by zero error.

Recommendation Consider only calculating the accumulated rewards from the 
lastRewardBlock onwards if the totalAllocPoint variable is 
greater than zero. This check can simply be added to the existing 
check that verifies the block.number and lpSupply, like so: 

if (block.number > pool.lastRewardBlock && lpSupply != 0 

&& totalAllocPoint > 0) { … }

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #20 Inconsistent maximum deposit fee safeguard between add and 
set functions

Severity

Description In the add function, deposit fees are limited to 10%. In the set 
function, however, deposit fees are limited to 4%. This may be 
conflicting and confusing to users.

Recommendation Consider making them consistent, either 4% or 10% is fine as a 
maximum safeguard.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

RESOLVED

Issue #21 There are no sanity checks in the setPolyReferral function

Severity

Description A lot of functionality can break if the referral address is updated to 
a value that is not a referral contract.

Recommendation Consider making the referral address non-upgradeable (only 
settable once) to ensure that functionality can never break, such 
as setting it in the constructor. We rarely ever see a project 
updating their referral after it is initially set.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #22 setDevAddress function has no purpose

Severity

Description The Masterchef contract makes no use of the devAddress.

Recommendation Consider removing this function and the devAddress variable as 
they are not in use.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #23 Pools use the contract balance to figure out the total deposits

Severity

Description As with pretty much all Masterchefs, the total number of tokens in 
the Masterchef contract is used to determine the total number of 
deposits. This can cause dilution of rewards when people 
accidentally send tokens to the Masterchef. More severely, 
because the native token is constantly minted, this will cause 
severe dilution on the native token pool.

Recommendation Consider adding an lpSupply variable to the PoolInfo that keeps 
track of the total deposits.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #24 Lack of events for add, set, setDevAddress, setFeeAddress, 
setPolyReferral, setEmissionOracle and 
setReferralCommissionRate

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications.

Recommendation Add events for add, set, setDevAddress, setFeeAddress, 
setPolyReferral, setEmissionOracle and 
setReferralCommissionRate.

Comments ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #25 add, set, deposit, withdraw, emergencyWithdraw, 
setDevAddress, setFeeAddress, setPolyReferral, 
setEmissionOracle and setReferralCommissionRate 
functions can be made external

Severity

Description add, set, deposit, withdraw, emergencyWithdraw, 
setDevAddress, setFeeAddress, setPolyReferral, 
setEmissionOracle and setReferralCommissionRate  functions 
can be changed from public to external.  

Apart from being a best practice when the function is not used 
within the contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain 
cases (https://ethereum.stackexchange.com/questions/19380/
external-vs-public-best-practices).

Recommendation Consider making these functions external.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #26 Lack of events for add, set, setDevAddress, setFeeAddress, 
setPolyReferral, setEmissionOracle and 
setReferralCommissionRate

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications.

Recommendation Add events for add, set, setDevAddress, setFeeAddress, 
setPolyReferral, setEmissionOracle and 
setReferralCommissionRate.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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2.4 PolyReferral 

The PolyReferral contract is a perfect fork of the Panther referral contract. 

2.4.1 Privileged Roles 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract 

• recordReferral 

• recordReferralCommission 

• updateOperator 

• drainERC20Token 

• renounceOwnership 

• transferOwnership 
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2.4.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #27 The owner of the PolyReferral contract can overwrite themselves 
as the referrer for all users using the recordReferral function

Severity

Description The operator should only be the Masterchef contract. However, 
the owner of the PolyReferral contract has privileges that may be 
abused. 

The following steps detail how the owner can make themselves the 
referrer for all users :  

1. Owner of the PolyReferral contract calls updateOperator to 
add themselves as an operator. 

2. As an operator, they then call recordReferral with their own 
wallet address as the referrer for each user. 

3. This results in their wallet address being minted potentially 
large amounts of referral commission.

Recommendation There are 3 possible recommendations :  

1. Consider making the updateOperator function callable only 
once.  

2. Setting only the Masterchef as an operator in the modifier, and 
removing the updateOperator function.  

3. Calling the updateOperator to set the Masterchef as operator, 
then renouncing ownership of the PolyReferral contract such 
that it cannot be called in the future.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
Ownership has been renounced and the only Operator is the 
Masterchef.

RESOLVED
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Issue #28 recordReferral and recordReferralCommission function can 
be made external

Severity

Description The recordReferral and recordReferralCommission function 
can be changed from public to external. Apart from being a best 
practice when the function is not used within the contract, this can 
lead to a lower gas usage in certain cases (https://
ethereum.stackexchange.com/questions/19380/external-vs-
public-best-practices).

Recommendation Consider making these functions external.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.5 SeedVault 

The SeedVault contract is a fork of PancakeSwap’s auto-compounder with 
modifications. 

2.5.1 Privileged Roles 

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract 

• renounceOwnership 

• transferOwnership 

• setAdmin 

• setTreasury 

• setPerformanceFee 

• setSeedPoolPid 

• setCallFee 

• setWithdrawFee 

• setWithdrawFeePeriod 

• emergencyWithdraw 

• inCaseTokensGetStuck 

• pause 

• unpause 
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2.5.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #29 emergencyWithdraw can be abused to drain funds

Severity

Description The onlyAdmin privilege can drain funds using the following 
sequence of steps:  

1. Set >0% deposit fees on the pool that SeedVault will deposit 
into. In this case, it is the native token. 

2. Funds are deposited into the pool from SeedVault and the 
deposit fees are paid to the feeAddress. 

3. onlyAdmin calls emergencyWithdraw to withdraw funds from 
the Masterchef. 

4. Repeat process to continually siphon deposit fees.

Recommendation Above every deposit function, consider adding the following 
statement that validates that the current deposit fee is set to zero:

(,,,, uint256 depFee) = IMasterChef(masterchef).poolInfo(seedPoolPid); 

require(depFee == 0, "!nonzero depfee");

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
Owner and Operator have been renounced and so cannot call this 
function.

RESOLVED
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Issue #30 setSeedPoolPid can be called to change the pool for which 
native tokens are deposited into

Severity

Description Calling this function with a different pid will deposit the native 
tokens into an incompatible pool in the Masterchef, so neither 
deposits nor withdraws will succeed.

Recommendation Consider removing this function as seedPoolPid is already 
specified in the constructor.

Resolution  
Owner and Operator have been renounced and so cannot call this 
function.

RESOLVED

HIGH SEVERITY

Issue #31 Excessive referral minting each time earn is called

Severity

Description This issue relates to an inefficiency within the PolyFund 
tokenomics. Each time _earn is called with a referrer, it pays a 
referral commission in the Masterchef by minting rewards. As this 
is an auto-compounding contract that will call the _earn function 
with very high frequency, that might cause excessive Fund tokens 
to be minted. 

Since there is already a callFee and the protocol is on the Polygon 
network, this might overly incentivise harvesting resulting in 
tokenomical loss. 

Recommendation Consider whether it is desirable to give the harvester the potential 
excessive bonus tokens through the referral mechanism.

Resolution

MEDIUM SEVERITY

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #32 withdrawAll function does not require seedPoolPid

Severity

Description The withdrawAll function executes two parameters when called 
(seedPoolPid and userInfo[msg.sender].shares), but the 
withdraw function only requires one as seedPoolPid is already 
accounted for.

Recommendation Remove seedPoolPid from the withdrawAll function.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

ACKNOWLEDGED

Issue #33 ignore serves no purpose in both deposit and withdraw 
functions

Severity

Description The _ignore argument does not look to be used in any capacity. 
This is on the assumption that seedPoolPid is not changeable as 
the original purpose of this contract is meant for the auto-
compounding of native tokens only. Note also that the token 
address is set in the constructor and thus immutable.

Recommendation Consider removing them from both deposit and withdraw 
functions.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #34 calculateTotalPendingTreeRewards does not accurately 
reflect restaking amount

Severity

Description The calculateTotalPendingTreeRewards function does not 
include the token balance of this contract when calculating the 
total amount available for restaking.

Recommendation Consider adding in the following line in the function: 

amount = amount.add(available());

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

ACKNOWLEDGED

Issue #35 The contract will no longer work if ever reused for a token that has 
a transfer tax

Severity

Description If this contract is ever forked for use with a token that has a 
transfer tax (think a second layer), this contract will not function 
correctly since the deposit function does not account for transfer 
taxes. 

Although this is not an issue in the current deployment, we believe 
it could be useful for the team to know this for their future 
endeavours.

Recommendation No resolution required.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #36 pause and unpause emit two events

Severity

Description The pause and unpause method emit an event both at the vault 
level and at the library level. It is not really necessary to emit two 
events.

Recommendation Consider removing the events at the vault level and relying on the 
ones at the Pausable library level.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED

Issue #37 Lack of events for withdrawAll, setAdmin, setTreasury, 
setWithdrawFeePeriod, emergencyWithdraw, and 
inCaseTokensGetStuck

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications.

Recommendation Add events for withdrawAll, setAdmin, setTreasury, 
setWithdrawFeePeriod, emergencyWithdraw, and 
inCaseTokensGetStuck

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #38 Typo in UpdateWithdarwfee and UpdateWithdarwPeriod events

Severity

Description There’s a typo in both events.

Recommendation Consider correcting them to UpdateWithdrawfee and 
UpdateWithdrawPeriod respectively.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #39 harvest and emergencyWithdraw functions can be made 
external

Severity

Description harvest and emergencyWithdraw can be changed from public to 
external. Apart from being a best practice when the function is 
not used within the contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in 
certain cases (https://ethereum.stackexchange.com/questions/
19380/external-vs-public-best-practices).

Recommendation Consider making these functions external.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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